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NEW MEXICO LOBO

Monday, November 7, 1966

Late Cargo Rally Take$ Election Vic~ory.

UNM Soccer Team Remains Unbeaten

..

The UNM soccer team continued its winning ways last weekend as they clinched the conference title by rolling over New
Mexico Tech and New Mexico
State on Saturday and Sunday
in Albuquerque.
The Wolfpack ''A'' team beat
the Tech team 10-1 Saturday
morning. Leading the Lobos' attack in the game were forwards
Victor Adeg·unleye and Ali Selahvarzi. Selahvarzi at center forward did a masterful job of moving the ball into scoring range
with his footwork and passing,
Adegunleye used his speed to good
advantage to put the Lobos out in
front with three early goals.
Defense Outstanding
On the defense Leslie Lam was
outstanding breaking up the Tech
attack. Badru Kiggundu was also
brilliant on defense from his fullback position. Doc Doisy, the only
player on the "A" team from the
U.S., played goalie and made two
outstanding saves. Coach Frank
Papcsy summed up Boisy's play
at the goal with .one. short sentence:. "that boy bas a lot of
moxie."
.
UNM GO~LIE ~1fa'edo .
'
moves; oot to lllock 1. shot by a
In
the
..
B"
team
game
the l..obos
New MeXICO State player in Sunday's attlolt against the Aggies.
The l.obos went on to a 6·0 victory over the Aggies and remained · ran up a .3-0 Jead before the half
and then played tenacious defense
undefeated in all competition this season. Next week the Lobos
for the .rest of the game to take
travel to Santa, Fe to ~eet the College «lf Santa Fe. (Lobo Photo
. a 4·0 victory.
.
hyP.awley.)
.
··
Margin Bigger
.
The game with the Aggies was
· not quite as t:lose as tbe first contest in · Las 'cruces. The Lobos·
· ' elitaped with' a lucky 4·2 victory
in the first game and it was even
closer than the score indicated.
EDITOR JEFF DENNARD
The first half of the game Sunday was just as close with the

.
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CSU Rams Trounce Lobos
To Mar UNM Homecoming
f

'\'

The UNM football team ran its
losing streak to six games as they
played the patsy role for the
Rams of Colorado State University to the tune of 45-6 at the
UNM Homecoming game at University Stadium Saturday.
The Rams were just that as
they rammed the ball down the
throats of the meek Lobos. It was
sweet revenge for CSU who had
received a 42-0 beating the last
time they ventured into Loboland.

New Instructors
Added In Physics

The boys from Fort Collins
looked like the best coached team
the Lobos have faced to date. The
pulling guards seldom, if ever,
missed a block. The pass blocking was something that Lobos
fans have given up as a lost
cause. The downfield blocking was
beautiful. Everything was a picture of perfection for the Rams.
The Lobos continued with the
same offensive patterns which
have been so well diagnosed by
the opposition that they seem to
know what the W olfpack will run
before they run it. The defense
played the game in a daze with
the only bright spot being an occasional play when they managed
to stop the Rams for a short
gain.
Lobps Fumble First Play
The game started with the
Lobos receiving the opening kick
and losing the ball on the first
play on a fumble. The Rams
wasted no time getting on the
score board and led 7-0 with 12
minutes to go in the initial period. The Lobos put up little
resistance and the Rams soon had
their second score. This TD
came on a beautiful inside double reverse from the UNM 35.

Five new faculty members were
added this year in the UNM department of physics and astronomy. This brings the total number of faculty to 15.
Seymour S. Alpert, assistant
professor of physics, was recently
a research associate at Columbia
University. His fields of specialization are laser scattering spectroscopy and atomic spectroscopy.
Beckel Was Researcher
Charles L. Beckel is an associate professor of physics. He was
recently a research staff member
of the Institute for Defense AnalADVERTISING RATES:
ysis in Arlington, Va. His fields of CLASSIFIED
4 Une ad., 66c-4 ttm.. , S2.00, Insertions
particular interest are applied muat be .submitted b7 noon on da:v before
publieat!on to Room 169, Student Publl<a·
mathematics, quantum mechanics, tloDJI
Bulldlnc. Phone 277·4002 or 277-4102.
and molecular structure.
TRANSPORTATION
Philip M. Campbell is an assis- RIDE wanted to Dallas Ol' vieinity (en
tant professor of physics. He was
route to Atlanta) before Nov. 22. Need
round trip or otie way. Will share eXpreviously senior physicist at
Penses and driving. Call 266-5449 before
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory.
8 a.m.
11/4, 7, 9, 10.
Colston Chandler, an assistant
PERSONALS
professor of physics, was also WOULD persons who hit brown Mustang
in right rear fender at Johnson Gym
formerly a research assistant at
parking lot Thursday night, 8 :00-10 :00
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory. p.m.
PICll!le call 298-0107, ask for LlllTJr.
His areas of specialization are
11/7. 9, 10, u.
. SERVICES
high energy particle physics,
statistical mechanics, and nuclear TYPEWRITER sales • repair. SpocW
rates to UNM otudents on all maehln...
structure.
Free plekup 41: delivert. E & E Typ.,.
New Astronomer
writer Servlee, 2217 Coal SE, phone 2480588.
Robert H. Koch, an associate
FOR SALE
professor of astronomy, comes to
UNM from the faculty of the Uni- WHITE dinner ia<ket by "After Six",
excellent ~nditlon, bardlt 'Nom, vert
versity of Massachuutts. His
realonable. alze 4. 4. Clublml. 8611·'1121,
Loll L1t11u.
Uti, 4, 7, 11.
areas of research interest are
stellar photoelectric photometry STUDENT mnet ..U UHi4 Font CIMtOm,
Firat S700 eaoh taw lt. Call W.lf.fl.
and stellar spectroscopy.

The Rams scored aagin in the
first half on a short dive and led
21-0 at the half.
The second half was just more
of the same as the Rams continued to show their ability to
handle the Lobos with ease. They
scored ten more points in the
third quarter and then the second and third strings got 14 in the
last quarter.
In the meantime the Lobos
made a touchdown in the fourth
to stop their scoreless streak at
seven quarters. The last time the
Wolfpack had been in the end
zone prior to their TD against
the Rams was in the final period
of the BYU game.

Wolfpack leading 1-0 at the half.
The lone goal was scored on a
cross center shot by Jamal Pritchard after receiving a pass from
Rafael Lima.
Aggies Strong at First
The Aggies put on a full scale
attack in the first half but the
Lobo defense held them off. Again
leading the defense was Leslie
Lam, who teamed with Jesse
Castaneda to shut out the Aggies.
In the second half Pritchard
opened the scoring with a header
shot following a pass from Adegunleye. Selahvarzi then took up
the scoring and kicked three goals.
One of his scores came on a dive
shot after the. State goalie had
blocked a shot.

Goalie Alfredo Gomez played an
outstanding game and made three
saves which were magnificent. On
one of the saves he made a flying
block of a hard kick and was
hit in the neck by the ball.
The Lobos are now 6-0 in conference play and 7-0 for the season. They still have two conference games to play before they
travel to Denver to meet that
city's club.

Anderson
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U.S Senator
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Morris

Uh3Q.w
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Walker
U.S. Representative

Winner-Cargo

Q'UUhfUid
Come in and selett your Christmas
Cards from our outstanding albums.
Personal attention given every order.
Our store offers the largest selection
of Hallmark Cards in this area.

GRESHAM'S house of Hallmark
3501 Lomas NE

255-4989

Every Jitter bit hurts

~~·

W@{lfl
Trash? Litter? Empties? Don't heave
them overboard! Carry a litterbag
in your boat. Hold everything for
the first trash container on shore
or take it home for proper dis·
posal. Remember-our waterways
belong to all of us. Litter pollutes
the waters, fouls propellers, spoils
fishing fun and costs tax dollars!
America's beauty is your duty.
Please help

I

State Treasurer

Thompson
State Auditor
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are paying the highest pi'ices

KEEP AMERICA
BEAUTIFUL

~~
'-i:.~

PAUL F. LARRAZOLO
Republican Candidate for District Judge
2nd Judicial District
Bernalillo, Sandoval and Valencia Counties
Vreron Secon~ World War. Prcsid!!nt, Boord
Untvl!rstty of New Mexico, 1951 _
95Regents
'!· U.
S. Attorney for District of N!!W
Mextco,
1953·1957. .

y

Naw District Judge, 2nd Judicial District
Far Past S Years
Experienced Judge and Lawyer, 21 yeors
practice, native of New Mexico. Attended
UNM from 1929 to 1932. -Pd. Pol. Ad.v..

•

with Old Spice Lime

i~

town for coffee, while the people
using the Desert Room are getting away with mut•der."
Van Drcssc1· said that Senate
recognized that the Union must
make a margin of profit to enable
them to pay off bonds on the building, but that it was also their responsibility to see that the students received the benefits to
which they are entitled.
I<'igures quoted by Van Dresser
indicated that the Union Snack
bar serves 8 to 10 thousand students a day while the Desert
Room serves only 20,000 people a
year. He condemned the prices in
the Desert Room, which offers a
complete meal plus beverage for
only $1.35.
"They get the best food and the
best service in town plus a pot
of coffee on each table, and the
students a1·e paying for it," Van
Dresser said.
William Bierbaum, director of
the Union, defended the policy of
not having refills by quoting the
deficits incurred by the Union.
Last year the Union had a deficit
of $9,156 in food services, which
had to be made up by the university. If tlte Union gave away free
refills this deficit would be increased by $2,500.
Bierbaum and Andre Rouelle,
Union food services director, also
said that when the refill policy
was in effect there were costly
abuses by students. They said that
students would take third and

DISTRICT JUDGE

Draft Committee Formed

Precisely what things depends on what you have in
mind. Whatever it is, Old Spice LIME can help.
Its spicy, lime-spiked aroma is very persuasive .•. but
so subtle, even the most wary woman is trapped
before she knows it! Worth trying? You bet it is!

..

•

Secretary of State

were the Board, and l'epresentatives of Senate. Van Dresser attacked whut he called the ridi-culously low prices in the Desel't
R(>om, :oayi I'll!: thn t the "<;tudcnt!<

appeJt. ••

•

·Evans

The Union Board last night
dismissed as impractical a
Student Senate proposal asking the Union director to increase prices in the Desert
Room in order to provide additional income to make up
for losses incurred by the
proposed free coffee refill program.
Present at the meeting

..
w

. WANT ADS

11/1; 4, '· ••

\~'

By BOB STOREY

RE-ELECT

•

Thomas

No. 29

Union Board Drops
Senate Suggestions

operation with The Advertising Council.

90.1 Mcs.

. ~··t~ ,) :"

('·

Vol. 70

Published as a public service in co.

Listen to KUNM

_,.,'~ ·,;;'Attorney General

OUR SIXTY -NINTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL FREEDOM

Every litter bit hurts ••• YOU.

XMAS CARDS

Wt"tt

&Ui}c',\ ,.J~~;'.
\ >~,
• \.:1 'l

Governor

U.S. Representative

Speech Professor
To Present Paper
Dr. Lloyd Lamb, director of
audiology ·for the UNM Speech
and Hearing Center, will present
a paper at the '8th International
Congress of Audiology in Mexico
City Nov. 6-10.
Titled "Application of Stapedium Muscle Reflex Measures of
Auditory Problems," the paper
also will ·be presented later this
month :to the American S_pee~h .
and Hearing-Association conven~
tion in Washington, D.C.
Dr.· Lamb is interested in· psvchologieal and biological aspects
of hearing in both normal and
hearing-impaired persons. He currently is conducting research in
both of these areas and recently
was awarded a grant from the
University research committee for
equipment to be used in this research.

Cargo

•

A five-member committee on
the draft has been formed by
Student Senate to set up a forum
on the draft, distribute IJU~>stion
naires artd in general to ascertain
stude~t opinion on the draft.
question.
The committee, officially titled
the Selective Service Committee,
was established in an attempt by
student government to concern itself with vital issues rather than

leaving student action to frhtge
groups on campus.
One Student Senator and four
members from the student body
will mnke up the commitce. It is
hoped that the four members
from the student body will be
from varied areas and also be
both graduate students and undergraduates. In this way, Senate
hopes, a cross-sectk·n will be
rept•esented.
So far the question of the

dmft has been left to the individual student with the only or•
ganized action being taken by
Students for a Democratic Society
and faculty members.
Bob McGeorge has been appointed the Senate representative
while applications for the four
remaining seats are open to ill·
terested students. Those wishing
to apply may pick up applications from Jim McAdams in the
Activities Center of the Union.

fomth t•efills, or lend cups to
othe1·s to get free coffee.
Board members questioned the
importance of the refill policy and
asked if the students were really
demanding the reinstatement of
the practice. Senators van Dresser, Morrow, :Marci Bowman, and
Jim Leonard all voiced opposition
to this question.
A proposal to churge 5 cents
a cup for coffee was thrown out
because it would cut the Union income by $20,000. The idea of giving students who bussed their
trays a free refill was tried but
got little response.

The idea of buying mugs which
would give students two cups of
coffee for 15 cents was thrown out
because the mugs which weN to
be pm·chased held exactly 12 oz.,
or a can of beer. Union officials
decided that the temptation for
theft would be too great.
A plan to give students accompanied by a faculty member a disco\mt on coffee was also proposed
but no action was taken. The idea
was to get students and faculty
together over a cup of coffee as
vart of a plan to promote dialogue
between them.
(Continued on page 2)

4 Classes Slated.
For UNM Free U.
Registration for this semester's
session of the Free University
sponsored by student government
will be on Thursday and Friday
from 11:30 to 1:30 in the lobby
of the Union. Classes begin Monday.
The schedule of classes will include four sections limited to 15
students and will last four weeks.
Class offerings include "The
God is Dead Theology" which will
be taught by Richard E. Bright,
directoi' of the Wesley Foundation. The class will meet on
Tuesday and Thursday from 4 to
5:30 p.m. in Room 231A of the
Union.

Bright's class will study contemporary "God is Dead" theologiuns plus critiques of the
movement by other theologians.
Recommended but not required
text for the class is "Radical Theology and the Death of God."
Lalit K. Sethi, a nutive of India, will teaeh a class on "Sociology: The Family in Modern
Society" on Tuesdays from 5:30
to 7 p.m. in Room 231B of the
Union. The class will study the
various cultures that make up
America and their interrelation(Continued on page 2)

LOBO
Football Contest
WIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
ART THEATER

N. M. State
Utah
BYU
Wyoming
Texas Western.--Arizona
Washington St. - - Arizona St.
Oregon
Total points UNM vs. NM State

New Mexico

Contest rules
1. Contest is open to tlNM students only.
.
_
2. OnlY ONE entry wilt bl! a<eepted from each contestant and Every game
must b" picked.
•
3 Contestants mllllt pick total poi_nts on UNM game ,and in case of a t1c
' the contestant coming closest w1ll be declared the wmner.
4. Entries mll8t be received at the Lobo offi<e by 6 p.m. Friday.
5, llo member of Student Publieations i• eligible for prize~.
.·
,
6. Winner will reeeive four tiekcts for the football season to Don Pancho 8
Theater.
7. Entries will be judged by the Lobo sports staff.
a In cas" <>f ties the priz8 will bo divided amon11: the winners.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

I
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, Multi. Purpose Center

New College Minus Grades Is Proposed'

International Building to Be Subject of Forum
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
The U:NM International Club
and the N ational-Iitternational
Affairs Committee in student government are spon~oring a foruin
in the Kiva at 3:30 Thursday
concerning the proposed international building on campus.
John Bakas, president of International Club, told the LOBO
Tuesday night the group~ hope
to acquire a fraternity-type building in which the ro'oms would be
used for various purposes other
than Jiving quarters.
Plans Expl11ined
Bakas said the rooms would be
used for office space for the Foreign Student Adviser, the Fulbright Commission (which handles scholarships for American
students ab1·oad), and possibly
other offices related to intemational affairs.
A small library, a music room,
and a suite available for the use
of foreign dignitaries visiting
UNM or the city are also in of
the proposed plans, as well as a
room for lectures, dinners,
parties, and dances.
Seek Tentative St11rt
The groups hope to have student government lease and maintain a building for a two-year
trial period. If the plan proves
successful, permanent building

might be contemplated, Kakas
said, At the present the groups
have no particular building in
mind,
Bakas said International Club
is one of the fastest-growing organizations on campus, and it is
presently the second largest student g1·oup at UNM. He added
that very few people realize the
'llmount of vitality which the
foreign students have to offer to
UNM.
There are over 420 foreign students here, including ''students
closely related to the leaders in
their countries and students who
will leave UNM to eventually lead
their countries,'' Bakas said.
Many of them have already had
much educational experience at
the best European universities.
UNM has much to be proud of
in its record of internationalism,
Bakas said, and he cited the
Latin American Affairs Department and the Peace Corps training center as examples."There is
much that can be done to extend
this area of progress," he added.
"UNM, in the only bilingual state
in the Union with its tri-cultural
nautre, could become the prime
example of the cosmopolitan campus in the U.S."
Open tp All
He also said International Club

is open to all students, and the
proposed International building
would also be open to all students.

All UNM students and faculty
who are interested in the promotion of international ideas and un-

eorge
rna
I

rne •

Dominican Authority Hinnebusch
1o Speak At Newman Celebration

One of the world's leading
authorities on the history of the
Dominican Order, Fr. William A.
Hinnebusch, professor of church
history at the Dominican House of
Studies in Washington, D.C., will
be the featured speaker at a
three-day celebration marking the
750th anniversary of the founding
of the Dominican Order.
Fr. Hinnebuseh will speak on
"St. Dominic, the Pioneer" Sunday, Nov. 14th at 8 p.m. at the
Newman Center. He will be a
guest of the Newman Center
throughout the three-day celebration beginning Sunday.
Activities for Sunday include a
special sermon on the Dominican
apostolate which will be given at
all masses at the Newman Center
by Fr. Robert Goedert. Dr. Scha-

free U ...

'

'

(Continued from page 1)
ships in making up the typical
American culture.
Foreign Policy Group
Sethi will also teach a class
on "American Foreign Policy in
the World Community" on Tuesdays and Thursdays from 4:30 to
5:30 p.m. in Room 231B of the
Union. This class will study the
development of the American
global policy from 1945 with comparisons of the British policy in
the world-wide struggle against
Communism.
•Stephen Amdur, a graduate assistant in philosophy, will conduct
a ··workshop in "John Austin's
Tt:chnique of Ordinary-language
Philosophical Analysis." The class
wilt .be held on Mondays at 4:30
p:ttt,i in Room 231B of the Union.
i;~· Papers In Workshop
Amdur's workshop will provide
tratning by writing papers in the
techniques Austin began developing'.. in "Philosophical Papers."
The . class will utilize Ludwig
Wittgenstein's techniques used in
"Philosophical
Investigations"
where applicable,
May Be Expanded
"Next semester's program for
the Free University will be expanded if the response is good
from the students," Clevenger
said.
The Free University was conceived as an addition to the University cirriculum to give the student a chance to take something
not offered in the regular cirricula. The Free University is attended outside of class time for
free for no credit.

fer Williams, visiting professor of
medieval history, will discuss the
historical situation in the 13th
centory at 8 p.m. in the Newman
Center, :preceding Fr. Hinnebusch's speech. Fr. Hinnebusch
will focus on the Dominican development in the early years of
the Order.
~.
The founding celebration will
continue Monday with a family
dinner at the center for the sm1f,
Dominican Sisters, third order
Dominicans, and parents of Dominican Fathers and Brothers.
A celebrated High Mass will be
offered at the center chapel Tuesday at 6 p.m. The Newman Choir,
under the direction of Leslie
Croughan, will sing the High
Mass in English by Pietro Yon.

Union Boord . • •
(Continued from page 1)
Another plan would sell a pot
of coffee to groups of students at
a discount rate. The party pot
plan works on the idea of volume,
and would be quite feasible Bierbaum said.
The student senators present
asked if a coupon plan would
work if students were given coupons to be turned in for refills.
In this plan the coffee would cost
10 cents a cup or 15 cents a cup
plus refill coupon.
Bierbaum said that the idea of
raising prices in the Desert
Room would not help any because
it would not raise enough revenue.
The cost of the Desert Room, food,
labor and service take up too
much of the money collected. If
the prices were raised it would
probably cut into the clientele and
decrease an already low volume.
Bierbaum said the purpose of
the Desert Room was to provide
a fine dining place for faculty
and administration and their
guests. He said that claims that
the facility, providing fine food at
one of the most reasonable rates
in Albuquerque was being used
by professional businessmen used
to be true, but that tbe parking
situation has changed this.
Any program which is adopted
by the Union must be well planned, and must work, because in
a business where there are so
many people served, it would cost
too much to make changes and
then have to withdraw them. Bierbaum said.
The Union hoard voted to instruct the Director to investigate
all possibilities.

AMHERST, Mass. (CPS) field. The emphasifil in , the "AdThe establishment of the college
An experimenml college without vanced Division" will be on in- by the four present Hampshire
grades, departments and course dependent study and integrative V~lley schools is expected to derequirements may soon be chal- seminars. The only grades will be monstrate ways of coordinating
lenging existing educational in- pass, fail, and distinction; and cooperative endeavora among pub"
stitutions in this four-school area students will move from one ''.divi- lie and private institutions and to
-and the challenge has been ini- sion to another" on the basis. of stimulate innovation at the four
tiated by the established schools their performance in exams, not schools. Some observers believe,
themselves.
on a time-schedule.
however, that the formation of
Hampshire College, spawned as
To combat the "narrow-mindeda cooperative endeavor among ness" of departments interested
the University of Massachusetts, only in their own specialty, facSmith, Amherst and Mount Holy- ulty members will hold rank in
oke Colleges last year following one of four schools--humanities,
a ~6 million grant, began taking natural sciences, social sciences,
shape with the release last week and a new field, linguistics and
of a 500-page working paper, communications, according to
"The Making of a College: Hampshire Trustee and Amherst
Growth in a Major Academic President Emeritus Charles Cole.
Community."
Boundaries Are "Exciting"
Paper Is "Approximation"
"A great many of the most
The paper, an "approximation" exciting things being done today,"
1•ather than a blueprint of Hamp- he said, "are happening between
shire's final form, calls for a small departments, on the boundaries of
coeducational college of 1,400 stu- different specializations."
dents and 90 faculty, a living
The emphasis on living-units,
situation organized· around "vil- which encompass rooms, faculty
lages" of "modular units," stu- office-studies, and classrooms is
dent-oriented curriculum based · intended to integrate the total
upon "divisions" rather than academic environment. This resicourses, and a faculty sorting it- dential concept was added to the
self out by "schools" rather than original proposal as the result of
departments.
suggestions made by students .at
Hampshire students will be al- the four colleges. There will be
lowed to complete their under- little or no social regulations as
graduate work at their own rate. known on the campuses today,
The academic program is or- and no mention has been made of
ganized in a "divisional sequence fraternities or gym and chapel
rather than through a fixed series requirements.
of four academic class-years/' and
Hampshire is intended as a restudents will move from a Basic sponse to what its President
Studies Division to Intermediate .Franklin Patterson calls the
Studies to Advanced Studies.
"cliche of the 20th Century, the
Parallels 4-Year Program
'Expansion of Knowledge.'" The
Although this sequence closely school will attempt to educate its
parallels a regular four-year cur- students for "process thinking,"
l"iculum, students will focus their rather than for the accumulation
work in interdisciplinary fields of facts, and to stimulate students
and concentrate on an aspect of a for creative self-study.

derstanding are invited to attend
the forum schceduled for Thursday in the Kiva at 3:30.

Order's 750th Anniversary

Page 3
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Hampshire by the four schools will
lead to the incorporation of the
worst aspe~ts of all of them. As
one former Smith College teacher
said, "With the same people running Hampshire as are running
the present schools, it's hard to
believe that they can really innovate.''

•

U. Debate Squad
To Sponsor Meet.

Youth isn't wasted on the young. And the young don't
waste their time at Celanese.
Our top people are never· old-fashioned about any new
idea, whether it comes from middle management or
from our youngest college grad. We have a master plan
and the vitality to make it work. Marketing is way-out
and zeroed right in. Finance knows that we have better
things to do with our money than let it grow barnacles ...
shelled out $465 million in capital expenditures
over the last 3 years. In the scientific department, we
combine technical insight with an unusual grasp of
marketing dynamics.

The UNM debate squad will
sponsor a demonstration debate
between Oxford and Vermont
Universities at the Union Ballroom Thursday, Dec. 13, at 6:30
p.m.
The debate will begin the annual Duke City Invitational Debate Tournament, Dec. 2-3, in
which schools from throughout
the United States will compete
for trophies in six events.
The public is invited to watch
Oxford University debate the
topic, Resolved: Yankees, Go
Home!, with the University of
Vermont debate team.
Takes Honors in Denver
The UNM debate squad recently
returned with honors from its
second tournament of the year at
Regis College in Denver. John
Pound, sophomore, and Penni

Thinking young explains how we chalked-up one of the
most impressive corporate rebuilding jobs in recent
history.·How we turned what was basically a one-product
business into a solid and diverse international corporation
dealing in chemicals, miracle fibers, plastics, paints,
petroleum and forest products. How we multiplied sales
5 fold in 10 years. How we now have 100 plants in the
U.S., Canada, Latin America, Europe, Africa and Asia.
Possibly we could afford to relax a little. But success
makes young blood run even faster.

Thesis Experiment

Which means that the ambitious college grad couldn't
find a more provocative opportunity anywhere else in
American industry.

Adrian, junior, and Joe Vinovich,
senior, won the Junior Debate
Championship. Pound won extemporaneous
speaking,
and
speaking, and freshman Nick
Noeding placed second in that
event. The University was also
awarded the Regis Sweepstakes
Award to become the first team
in UNM history to win sweepstakes in two consecutive tournaments.
Squad Shines at Wy~Jming
Previously the team traveled to
the University of Wyoming where
Pound won the extemporaneous
speaking event; Lynna Joeseph.
junior, placed first in Interpretive
reading; and Mis's Adrian won
third in that event. UNM tied
with the Air Force .;\cademy for
second in sweepstakes.
The squad has attended debates at Texas Tech in Lubbock
and the BYU tournament at
Provo.

Graduate Seeking
Diabetic Student

Accountants, Chemists, ChEs, MEs, Physicists, MBAs
Our representative will be on your campus soon.
Contact your placement director to make an interview
appointment. Or write for a brochure outlining more
specific areas of job opportunity to Mr. J. B. Kuhn,
Manager.of University Recruitment, Celanese
Corporation, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10036.

ELAN ESE
CHEMICALS • FIBERS • PLASTICS • COATINGS • PETROLEUM • FOREST PRODUCTS
An Equal Opportunity Employer (M&F)
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A unique opportunity for a diabetic is offered .bY' J ~c~ N,elson, &
master's degree cand1date m physical education. Nelson, a diabetic,
would like to locate a diabetic on
campus who is interested in helping him with research on the influence of exercise on the blood
sugar coUilt of a biabetic.
"It's a field that needs to be
opened a lot wider," said Nelson.
"I have found out that exe1·cise
has helped me physically as well
as emotionally. It has given me
a better understanding of my dis·
ease."
Nelson would like to help other
diabetics 1·ealize that they can lead
almost completely normal lives,
both emotionally and physicall)(•
lie plans to use results from h1s
work for his master's thesis.
Nelson wants to begin work immediately, and would require one
hour daily, seven days a week, of
work with his volunteer helper.
Anyone intel'ested is urged to contact him at 277-4136, the P.E.
gmduate department office.

It's trade-in tin1e
for tired old n~yths.

doc·
toral candidate in chemistry at
UNM, has acccJltcd a IWSt with
A.R.F. Products, Inc., of Itaton, N .M., clectrunic equipment
ntanufaeturt!rs. Rcyuulds will
clirect the company's circuit •
board ppcrations, sUJII!l'Vising
current production and aJlply·
ing new llrOccsscs.

Like the one about business. Especially
big business. That it is beyond the rugged
individualist's wildest daydream to enter
this holy of holies because he'll lose something that's very sacred - like his independence.
Sure, it can happen. If a guy or gal
wants to hide, or just get by, or not accept
responsibility, or challenges.
We're not omniscient enough or stupid
enough to speak for all business, but at a
company like Western Electric, bright
ideas arc not only welcome, they are encouraged. And no door is shut. Create a
little stir, go ahead, upset an old applecart (we replace shibboleths at a terrific
pace - we have to as manufacturing and
supply unit of the Bell System - in order
to provide your Bell telephone company
with equipment it needs to serve you.)
Tiiere's an excitement in business. True,
we're in it to make a profit, but working to

find new and better ways to make things
that help people communicate is very rewarding and satisfying. Did you ever hear
these wry words of Oliver Wendell
Holmes? "Never trust a generality- not
even this one."
That's how we feel about the generality
that claims you'll just become a little cog
in a company like Western Electric. You
might, of course, but if you consider yourself an individual now, odds are 10 to 1
that you'll keep your individuality. And
cherish it. And watch it grow, Even at big,
big Western Electric.
You know, that's the only way we'd
want you to feeL If you feel like coming
in with us.

Iii\
Western Electric
~ MANUFACTURING SUPPLY UNIT OFTHE BELL SYSTEM
&

I
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

ANTI-WAR GROUP i>RESENTS
VIEWS
Dear Sir:
Editor-in-Chief ----------------------------------- James Jansson
On Nov. 6, Defense Secrctnry
Managing Editor --------------------------------- Lynne Jl'rindell
Business Supervisor ---'----------------------- Richard P. Jl'rench Robert McNmnarn nnnounccd n
Advertising Manager ------------------------------ Richard Pfaff 'slowdown" in U.S. troop comSports Editor ---------------------------------------Jeff Dennard mittmcnts, a CJJt of $1 billion in
Moming Editor ··---·-----------------------··-··--··--··--·· Yola Gradi the planned tlm\unl rate of bomb
Associate Editors ---------------------- Bob Storey, Chuck Noland· production, 1tnd the administraStaff ------------------------------ Kay Amb~bo, Jo Ann Bail~;~y, tion has inmcated that most likeMelissa Howard, Tom Garcia ly there will be no tax increase
Staff Cartoonists --------------------- Duane Ulrich, Frank Jacome next year. .,}{eep this in mind now
Staff Photographer --------------------------------- )Job Pawley that the election is over.
Staff Writers ------------------------------- Brian Leo, Bill Hume
If the past st.1.t;ements :from
Chuck Reynolds Washington indicate a co11rse of
action to be followed in the future,
we can assume that troop
Medicare Eligibility Questioned
committments will increase, as
LAST YEAR, when Congress passed the medicare law, will bomb production, and taxes
will rise to suppo1•t a continually
it also provided for federal-state medical-assistance pro- ex·panding war. With another
grams which have come to be referred to as "medicaid." escalation "of the war there will
be no appreciable reduction in the
Overshadowed at the time by medicare, this provision proved draft
rate (161,000 in the past 4
a sleeper. It has encouraged states to adopt much more ex- months). General Westmoreland
tensive medical-welfare programs than had been anticipated. mentions 600,000 men in 1968 in
the October 14th issue of "NewsOriginal Department of Health, Education, and Welfare week.''
There is talk concerning the
cost estimates were moderate. But the cost of medicaid is
Selective Service System that
soaring far beyond the estimates.
might do away with present colCongressmen were generally unaware of the scope of the lege deferments in favor of choosdraftees by the lottery sysprogram they had approved. And when it finally dawned on ing
tem. That means open season on
them just how far the states could go, some of those chiefly students. lf you are going to go
concerned promised new legislation to cut medicaid back to and fight and possibly die, it is
of reasonable importance to know
intended proportions. But thus far they have been unable to why.
UNM Students Against The
engineer a cutback.
War In Vietnam will meet ThursTHE 1965 LAW was seen at the time as merely a slight day night at 8:30 in the Union.
broadening and consolidation of the Kerr-Mills program and If you are opposed, confused, or
concerned about the war, ·please
several other existing federal-state medical assistance mea- attend.
sures. But legislators had failed to foresee. the opportunities
Roy Swanson
UNM
Students Against
for expansion where the law provided for aid to anyone of
The War In Vietnam

any age whom the states in their discretion should define as
"medically indigent.''
The truth began to dawn when New York State, at the
urging of Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller, came up with an exceptionally generous medicaid program, one which classified
as medically indigent a family of four with a net income
of $6,000 a year, not including liquid assets. It has been estimated that 40 per cent of aU New Yorkers could qualify as
eligible under the state's program.
CONGRESS NEVER CONTEMPLATED a medicaid program to benefit the middle class but only to aid those who
were truly without funds for medical attention. It is not too
late for Congress to write into this program resrietions
which will bring overly generous state programs back into
line with congressional intentions. We urge it to work out a
fair formula for placing a lid on eligibility requirements and
to act at its next session.
-Christian Science Monitor

Free University Welcomed Back
. . THE LOBO welcomes the Free University back to UNM.
Started last year to enable students to understand problems of contemporary value which cannot be dealt with effectively in the classroom, the Free University has as great
a potential as any institution on campus.
Even more admirable, it serves as a monument of what
students can achieve if they have the proper organization
and motivation.
'
WE HOPE the Free University will continue to function as a source of information and a place for the exchange
and discussion of ideas that are current in the mainstream
of American society.
-Jim Jansson

- - ---- - - - -----...---

izes that we do exist, and that
' 1nll is well" is not the case. But
no, I err. Vie students don't want
to be lwnrd, we are beginnig to
demtmd it. Wc are tired of people
tl'lling us to. get in our places-a
Jllllt'l\ unfo.·rtunntely, that frequently has all to little to do
with the people involved.
Gray Sweeney
CONCERT SITUATION "POOR"
Dear Sir:
Thursday night's performance
of the Kingston Trio seemed to
me to be excellent, Two things,
which had nothing to do with the
show itself, bothered me.
First, those of us who took the
trouble of coming to the concert
early were rewnrded by a long
wait in line. It seems to me that

somebody (be it the Homecoming
Committee or the masters of the
new Concert Hall) would have
had the good sense and consideration to open the doors earlier than
a half hour before show time.
Second, when the doors were
finally opened, it looked like
stampede time on "Rawhide." I
had trouble believing (especially
as I was being smasl1ed into the
wall) that group of supposedly
civilized and cultured people
could act like a herd ()f thirstcra~d steers.
This really sh~>uld not have hap~ened, and it would not have happened if the doors would have
been opened at about an hour before the time the concert was to
begin.
William E. Jl'oote

®lilt !li\N ]l{<OJJi.E
A Happy Ending

In West 'lhtnnng
By ARTHUR HOPPE
Sun

FTancia~o

Ch-n»ticla

It was in the 46th year of our lightning campaign to wipe the
dread Viet-Narian guirrillas out of West Vhtnnng. To everyone's
surprise, a just and lasting peace was achieved through negotiations.
What's more, it made everybody happy,
The fi1•st shock came when East Vhtnnng agreed to withdraw its
troops.
"Jl'rankly, Pm tired ot the whole thing," said East Vhtnnngian
Premier Ho Chi Whiz. "I see that if we withdraw our 40,000 troops,
those Americans promise to withdrnw their 401),000 troops, give us
$10 billion and throw in the New York Mets. To me, it sounds like
good business.''
The pact was signed. Both sides, amazingly, lived up to the bargain
and all the foreign troops went home. This left 100,000 Viet-Narian
guerrillas face to face with the 1,000,000-man Loyal Royal Army.
This made for a very dose contest.

PROPOSES NEW WAYS
Dear Sir:
Wagar wants to get ~ff the
hook with a dialogue; can we
But the head of the Loyal Royal Army, General Hoo Dat Don Dar,
really take him seriously? But in
was
getting tired of the whole thing, too. Besides, these · was talk
case you are interested, "0 Humthat
be should lead his men into battle. If they ever went into battle.
ble History Person," hare are
So
he opened negotiations with the well-known head of he Vietspecifics.
Narian
guerrillas, Captain Roo Hee.
I suggest the following:
"Look,"
said General Hoo Dat Don Dar, "if all these lousy foreigners
(1) The university move to
1lon't
give
a hang any more about your struggle for freedom and my
divest itself of the obsolete conbattle
for
independence, I don't see why we should go- on shooting
cept of "institution". Instituat
each
other,
Moreover, there's always the danger somebody might
tions presume goals that exist
get
hurt."
outside the interests and needs
"They cut off your foreign aid funds, too, eh ?" said Captain Hoo
o! its members. A community
"W.hat's your plan?"
Hee.
is a model more closely suited
"Wen;• said the General, "if you'll withdraw your 100,000 Moscowto the real needs o! learning.
trained Marxist-Leninist peasants, l'll withdarw my 1,000,000·man
(2) The abolition of letter
Loyal Uoyal Army. And throw in one of my numbered Swiss bank
grades. Replacement of these
accounts."
by written and oral evaluations
''What a bargain!'' cried the Captain. "It's a bargain.''
.
at the end of specified periods
And once again, ~amazingly 1lnough, both sides I!ved up to. thmr
of study.
promises. Captain Hoo Bee's guerrillas took off thmr black paJamas
(3) No large classes-seminars
and coolie hats and rejoined the Red. Army Cho~s. The Loyal Rorai
and tutorials only.
Army sailed away on a round-the-world good wJil tour, enrapturmg
(4) Elimination of the farcical
audiences ·everywhere with the bloodthirsty renditions of their famed
"objective," machine-graded refighting song, "When the Cabbage Moth Lights on the Dew-tipped
view of -progress.
Lotus at Dawn, My Heart Flutters Home to You."
(5) De-emphasis on narrow
This made everybody happy. "Through great cost and sacrifice," said
specalized course work at the
the American President, "we have at last honored our commitment to
undergraduate level in favor of
save our Vhtnnngian brothers from Communist imperialism and its
more interdisciplinary study.
stooges."
.
I.e., study that is revelant to
''Through Socialist solidarity:' said Premier Ho Chi Wh1z, "we have
the personal situation now inat last saved our Vhtnnngian brothers from Yankee imperialists and
stead of courses that reflect
their lackeys."
"some scholarly vested interest.
The departure of the last soldier left behind all the Vhtnnngian
AND:
peasants who had survived 46 years of being saved. His name was
Students be given a band in the
Mr. Sa Rhee Bot Dat and at first he complained of being a little
administration of the univerlonely.
.
sity,
But, thanks to a Ford ]l'oundation grant, he was set up in business
(1) As :for example, graduates
as a news vendor in New York's Times Square. And after a few weeks
students being given a voting
of listening to jack hammers and dodging trucks and taxies, he came
place in important committees.
to feel very much at home.
(2) As well as in the selection
* * :)
and periodic review of teachers.
As for West Vhtnnng itself, it became a permanent monument to
But what students would really
like to see is that somewhere mankind's ability to achieve a just and lasting peace-a Utopian land
within the momolithic "hierarchy'' with no wars, no famine, no factions :md no feuds.
And, of course, no people.
of the university, someone real-
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Critic Says Films Contrived
Jly BRIAN LEO

This weekend I saw two
movies, "Viridiana," by Luis
· Bunuel, and ''The Gospel According to Matthew,'' by Pier
Paolo Pasolini. I was somewhat shocked by the unapologetic, rasping misanthropy of
"Viridiana,'' but still objected to some contrivances and
overpressure evident in it.
The film has the brittle,
surface significance and the firm
but paced tragedy of "King Lear."
It does not use the angular, tacky
development of Ben Jonson's
"Volpone," for instance, and
avoids the foppish, tasty relationships between dissipntive scenes
and the camera characteristics of
Fellini in "Juliet of the Spirits."
Two Kings of Analogy
Although the frontality of presentntion is the same in both instances, two small scenes in the
movie interest me in their contl·ast. There is a scene where a
young man buys a pup, thereby
releasing the pup from a long
tt•avel trotting under a wagon
leashed to the axle. The man and
the dog then turn down the road
an<l pass another similar wagon
and dog situation, without noticing it. The :force of this analogy
even through the lmmor is found
in the common quality of act1lality.
In an earlier scene, Viridiana,
a nun who has gone to visit a relative before taking her final vows,
is invited by the farmhand to try
to milk a cow, and she shies away
from the udder, without making
very clear the reason for her reticence.
The silliness and contrived qual·

ity o:f this confrontation is based
of course on the physical, m;~Je appearance of the udder, but has no
real-life validity, because it .is
contained solely within the point
o:f view of the director, Bunuel,
and not in reality.
Party SceJte Is FrighteJting
The imagery of another scene
in which derelicts break into a
formal dining room and stage a
drunken :feast was somehow both
calm and unstoppable, its repulsiveness emphasized so strongly
that repetitive and unlikely occurrences were not easily noticed.
I do not find myself shocked by
Bunuel's ideas so much as by his
1n;avery and in~istence'in asserting most of them.
Floating Premises
I am just plainly unmoved by
Pasolini 's "Gospel According to
Matthew." I find its visual tension extremely porous, and its
pace uneven or undependable.
Most importantly, many of its
concepts are, for me, ineffective
and unsatisfying. One cl'itic remat·ked that it certainly is not
necessary to disregard the conventions which Pasolini has used because of the unusual factors in
this film. This is a film in which
the device of an intent camera
upon the faces of the actors is the
initial means of exposing or explicating character.
This method then commits Pasolini to an immersion in the physiognomy and every human detail
of Christ, the man of sorrows
walking up and down the land.
What Kind of Uealism?
But Pasolini fails to convince
the viewer of the vernacularity
and commoness of Christ. It is
only through this nonmagnificence
this descent of his personality,

By Dan O'Neill
!1-I:J..

•

that his ascendent power ean the vernacular quality of the film,
and other objections, l am using
finally be ratified.
I do not think that j t takes care- ing a few points from the book,
ful observation of this film to see "Christ and Apollo" by William
the affectations and a sort of Lynch,
Lynch says there is a metaphysspecious stagecraft. I am think"
ing of the philosophically inert ical potency to each contact of
scene in which Cht·ist recites the Christ with his environment, indoctrines of fulfillment of the old cluding the people he encounters.
law, from chapters 4-7 of Mat- 'rhis situation, including the progress of Christ through the world,
thew.
The Sermon on the Mount was is once again an (>nus to Pasolini
also projected in an unconvincing - a~ he focuses upon things, words,
way. It was apparently assumed and images. This focusing relates
that the Sermon is well known, so to the recognitio~ of what might
the scene was hurried and split be called the 'this-hess' and 'notinto two parts, lessening the pow- that~ness' of things or perc-ep- ·
tions. This idea is termed "Haeer of each.
ceitas" in Latin.
The Definite
It is nbvious to me that PasoIn explaining my objections to
lini fails to project an understanding of the 'elementary' quality of
Christ. He deals with a script of
would-be religiosity and a rough

Vespers to Feature
2 Local Composers

Newly composed works by two
local composers will be featured
at Sigma Alpha Iota's traditional
Candlelight Vesper program Dec.
4. The Vespers will be held at 4
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center Recital Hall.
Jl'our pieces by Eunice Kettering, local composer and patroness
of Sigma Alpha Iota, national
music frate~·nity :for women, will
be presented along with one work
by D1·. Walter Keller, UNM music
professor, in the pre-Christmas
program.
Appearing will be a chorus
made up of members _of Alpha
Sigma, the University chapter of
the women's music fraternity, and
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia, men's
national music fraternity.

Club Gets Charter
The Recreational Major's Club
has been granted a charter by
the Associated Students and plans
to meet Tuesday, November 15th.
The club was founded to provide
experience to majors in recreation and to help them find jobs.
Officers for the new club arc
Tim Weaver, president; Kay Nation, vice-president; Michael Ann
Milton, secretary; and Ernie Bruchez, treasurer.

challenge to Christianity.
If I were a fisherman engaged
in a profitable business, and Pasollni's Christ came by and asked
me to follow him, I might well
quote a friend of mine who suggested that the appropriate line
would be, "Cast off, matet

CONTINUOUS SHOWING

STARTS TODAY

''YOU ARE

&DIN& TO
ENJOY 'ALFIE'
VERY MUCH:'

-LIFE Magazine

'''ALFIE' BUBBLES

WITH IMPUDENT
HUMOR AND RIPE
MODERN WIT!''
-Bosley Crowther, N.Y. Times

your personal service jeweler

****
<",...........,

''Ribakl comedy...people
are goilg to stop talkilg
about 'Who's Afraid of
Virginia Woolf?' n start
talking about 'Alfie!'''

-Wanda Hale, N.Y. Daily News

Senate Proposal Suggests
.
Buying of Voting Machines
;.

By TOM GARCIA
A bill asking Student Senate to
withdraw $1,919.84 from the Reserve Fund to purchase ten IBM
Votomatic voting machines from
International Business Machines
Corp., Albuquerque, has been submitted by Senator John Thorson.
These machines are similar to
the ones used in the recent homecoming Queen elections. The machines are self-contained in a
sb.ocl box and are patented by
IBM.
Would Save Money
Thorson said passage of this
bill would save student government much money every year.
"This is an investment which
would pay off," hesaid. "At present,'' he added, 'we arc paying
$300 a year to rent· machines
from the county. This does not
include trans.portation costs, or
costs incurred in moving or setting up the machines.''
Thorson also said if Senate
put•chased the machines they
could be paid fol" in six years.
In addition, he said, the machines could be made available
for use in all student government
clcctiom;, Homecoming Queen
elections, l•'iesta elections, and

opinion ·polls.
The machines could also be
loaned to campus organizations
and rented to community organizations. Thorson said that a large
revenue could be gained by renting out the machines to offcampus groups and organizations.
This would benefit the students,
he said, since all revenue from .
rentals would go to the Reserve
Fund.
When asked if he thought Senate would approve the bill, Thorson said he did not know. The bill
was given do not pass recommendation by finance Committee. An
IBM representative will be present at tonight's Senate meeting
to discuss information on the
machines.
Center Willl~rocess Free
The Data Processing Center
has said that it will process and
program election results and it
has the facilities to ptogram any
type of election or opinion ·Poll.
About the machine itself, Thorson snid, 'it is virtually !fool
proof" He added that the machines are becoming popular, and
may soon be used nationwide.
Thorson concluded that this
would give students expedencc

YOU'LL GO BACK
"FOR SECONDS"

Odd
Bodkins
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in using the machines.
Associated Students Attorney
General Rick Bolton said ab()ut
the same as Thorson about the
proposed bill. "All I am concerned
with,'' he said, "is getting machines for the best price we can.
We can get a better :Price for
buying them than renting them;
this is just good business.''
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FROM UNM

••Michael caine is
superb! The film gfistens
-•ith distinctilll. A
briliantly sumned

characterization."
-Hollis A/pert, Saturday Review

MICHAEL
CAINE
IS

ALFIE

RECOMMENDED
FOR MATURE
AUDIENCES

MilLICENT MARTIN • JULIA FOSTER
JANE ASHER•SHIRLEY ANNE
~WEN MERCHANT • ELEANOR BRON
WITH SHELLEY WINTERS AS RUBY
TECHNICOLOir TECHNISCOPE®
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SAMPLE SHOP

FRANK'S
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DRIVE-IN
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TEL 268-2050
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Deadline for 'Best": Dressed' Entries Is Today
Today is the deadline for entries in the second annual BestDressed Girl on Campus contest
b(;!ing sponsored by Theta Sigma
Phi, women's journalism honorary, as part of Glamour magazine's search for the ten bestdressed college girls in the United States.
As of Monday 35 contestants
from 19 different sponsoring cam-

Troop Increases
Cut Considerably

,

I~·
f

W ASBINGTON-The Pentagon
says the United States may have
a half million troops in VietNam
by the end of 1967. Pre:>ent
strength there is destined to
reach 40G-thousand by the end of
this year, Even if 100-thousand
troops were sent next year, this
would be a sizable reduction of
the number sent so far in 1966.
It also would be in accordance
with Defense Secretary McNamaras' intentions of slowing down
troop deployment to the war
.zone.
-a-ve Kidnap Village
SAIGON-Disgruntled Viet Cong
guerillas, enraged at waning
backing from peasants in the
Mekong Delta, have kidnaped an
entire village of between 90 and
110 men, women and children. A
U.S. spokesman sa.ys the kidnaping was carried out as a warning
to Delta residents whose sympathies had begun to swing toward
the gpvernment. In the ground
war, fresh fighting alPng the
Cambodian bPrder has brought
communist casualties t() 758
known dead-the equivalent of
more than a Viet Cong battalion.
--aNavy Ship Has Fire
HONOLULU-Fire broke out
last· rtight on an American aircraft transport ship moo1·ed at
Ford • Island in Pearl Harbor.
The Navy reports that the flames
started in a storeroom beneath
the after elevator on the "Kula
Gulf." No one was injured.

pus organizations had s~:nt in
their applicntions. Several organ.
izations have taken advantage of
this year's rule allowing more
than one entry from each organ·
ization. Two and three cnndidntes
hnve entered from some groups,
nnd some have entered as many
as five.
Elimination This Sunday
The field will be Jtarrowed at
an elimination tea at the. dining
hall of the College Inn this Sunday at 2:30. p.m., when a panel
of judges consisting of three
faculty members and four stu·
dents selects 15 semifinalists.
The semifinalists wil ltake part
in a fashion show Nov. 22 in the

}{iva. They will model clothes
donated by local stores.
UNM's best-dressed girl and
first and second runners-up will
be chosen Dec. 7 in the Union
·Ballroom, The winner will then
compete with other college and
university winners from all .over
the country in Glamour's national
contest. .
Winners Go to New York
The ten best-dressed girls
chosen by Glamour will be flown
to New York in June for an allexpense-paid trip and will appear
in the August college issue of the
magazine.
The. winner at UNM and the
runners-up also will be appearing

throughout the year in fashion
shows at Albuquerque stores.
All Univ.ersity organizations

SHE LIKES TO GO

Gemini 12 Is Postponed
CAPE KENNEDY-The final
Gemini mission-the four-day
voyage of G-T-12-has been postponed for 24 hours because of a
problem in the autopilot of the
Titan booster rocket. Blastoff
now is set for Thursday afternoon at Cape Kennedy. The delay
came as astronauts James Lovell
and Edwin Aldrin coasted
through final review fot their
flight.
-a-Manila Tapes Revealed
MANILA-A Philippines Diplomat was criticized today for allegedly lE!tting a recording of
:Manila Conference negotiations
fall into the hands of newsmen.
• A Manila paper published a dialogue last week which was supposedly held at the conference.
It allegedly showed. President
J(lhnson as cursing, pounding on
the table, and showing general
1t\isrespect
for oth.er heads of
state.·
--aHamilton Takes Physical
MUNICH, Germany- LyndaJohnson's favorite date-A;ctor
George Hamilton~took his preinduction physical at an army
base in Munich this morning.
Hamilton said he would rather
serve with the infantry than go
into special services, i£ he is
drafted.
-a-LEVELLAND, Texas-The fire
department at Levelland, Texas,
will have to find another house to
practice fire fighting on. Its tegular fire fighting house burned
down. Officials blamed the blaze
on cl1ilt1ren plllying with matches.

Dr.

Whang to

By JO ANN BAILEY
The topics ranged from birth
control to German politics to dormitory food to flood control at yesterday's Student-Faculty luncheon. And everybody seemed happy
to contribute to whatever discussion wa:;; being carried on at
the moment.
About 2'7 students and 9 professors attended the get-together,
which is moving into its second
year of existence. The luncheons
are held every 'I;uesday at 11:30
a.m. and are intended to provide
an opportunity for students to acquaint themselves not only with
faculty but with other students.

FORMAL!
SIMON'S RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

DIAL 247-4347

QuoVadis?
'

'
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Exile Describes
Life as Russian
ByBILLHUME
Valery Tarsis, exiled Russian
writer, spoke to a near-capacity
crowd in the Union ballroom
Sunday night, on his experiences
in Russia, and his expectation for
Russia's future.
"I grew up in a world which
has been broken and deceived by
cheats," Tarsis said. He described
his father's involvement in the
Russian revolution, and his subsequent death in a concentration
camp.
Tarsis, dressed in a conservative grey western-style suit, spoke
with a marked accent.
Poet Needs Freedom
The poet's soul "thrives on
:freedom and cannot live without
it," 'l'arsis said. He related how
he insisted that his anti-Soviet
novel, "Bluebottle" be signed
with his real name. Be refused
to use a pen name, saying, "The
battle of ideas must be fought
with open visers."
Shortly after thE! publication
of "Bluebottle," Tarsis was arrested and confined to an irtsane
asylum.
Experienced Soviet Democracy
"After publishing the book, I
was able to observe with my own

•

skin the workings of the Soviet
democracy," he said.
In the asylum to which he was
sent, Tarsis' ward had about 700
inmates, of which "one had a
mild case schizophrenia," he said.
The rest were political deviationists. Tarsis said that committing political opponents of the regime to asylums was the new
Soviet method of silencing them.
Finally Released
Tarsis was finally released from
the asylum and allowed to continue working in Moscow.
Be was given a passport to
go to England to lecture, following the arrest of two anti-regime
Russian writers, AndrE!i Sinyavsky and Yuli Daniel. After he left
Russia, he was violently attacked
in Soviet newspapers as a "madman" and a "psychopath."
Loses Citizenship
Shortly thereafter, he was
stripped of his Soviet citizenship
and he accepted asylum in the
west.
Tarsis said that criticism of
the regime in Russia has merged
from many small streams into
''a flood" of anti-Soviet literature.
He said that Russian literature
was joining the "humanist revolution of the world in the twentieth
century/'

•

•

Did v.ou like beer
the first time you "tasted it?
You know it. After graduation you'll have
many paths to follow. And the path you take
could affect the rest of your entire life.
Right now you're probably looking for all the
information about these paths that you can
find. So here's some about IBM-and you.
The basic fact is simply this: Whatever your
area of study, whatever your immediate commitments after graduation, chances are there's
a career for you with IBM.

That's it. Whether you're interested in Computer Applications, Programming, Finance
and Administration, Research and Development, Manufacturing or Marketing, there
could be a career for you with IBM.
Another important point to consider: IBM is
THE leader in THE major growth industry:
information handling and control. The industry itself may not mean much to you, just yet.
But let us tell you about it.

Whatever your immediate commitments, whatever your area of study,
sign up now for an on-campus interviewwith IBM, November 17

Budweisec)

If, for some re:tson, you aren't able to arrange art interview, drop us a line. Write to: Manager of College Recruiting,
IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire Boulevard. Los Angeles, California, IBM is an Equal Opportunity lrmploycr.

KING OF BEtRS • ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC. • ST.lOUIS
NEWARK • lOS ANGELES • TAMPA • IIOUSTON

•

Virtuoso Clarinetist
Will Play With Band

In Program Series
"LUV," a broadway hit comedy,
will be presented at 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 22 in the Concert
Hall as the second offering of the
UNM Program Series 1966-67.
"LUV" is the play with which
Mike Nichols made his debut as
a director. He is also noted for
directing the film version of
"Who's Afraid of Virginia
Woolf."

Problemwith your car?
WILLIAM W. BERGER, a
senior majoring in comparative
literature, has been named a
Peace Corps volunteer after
eompleting 12 weeks pf training
at Georgetown University in
Wash~ngton, D.C. He is one of
50 volunteers trained to work
with Brazil's school lunch and
community development programs.

e
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Let us help you'Since 1947'

LAS LOMAS
SERVICE STATION

-

a

Lomas at
Monte Vista NE
255-1851

One-Day Service on Shirts
e Quality Dry Cleaning
e Alterations • ·

ONE ELEVEN SHIRT SERVICE
111 HARVARD SE

PHONE 242-512.1

If your clothes are becoming to yo!Jthey should be coming to us.

Nationally known clarinetist
Bob Lowry, Sioux City, Ia., will
appear at the halftime show of
the UNM-New Mexico State football game this Saturday.
He will appear with the UNM
3100 Central Ave. E. at Richmond
Marching Band under the direction of William E. Rhoads at UniCoeds: We are receiving new Jewelry everyday and invite
versity Stadium in the final home
game of the season.
you to see it and use .our layaway plan for
Lowry, former head of instrumental music at Morningside Colgift giving or holiday wear.
lege, Sioux City, is 'tlresently devoting his time to solo and .guest
(UNM Student Credit Cards)
appearances. Be has appeared at
255-5581
Free Delivery
over 50 colleges and universities
~in~th~e~U~n~i~te~d~Sta~.~w~s~a~n~d~C~~a~n~a~d!a~._J~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"
•

C. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy

How to make a bold statement.
You're making a statement when
you wear this Arrow Decton
Perma-lron Cum laude. With
authentic detailing, too. Gently
flared button-down collar.
Back collar button and box pleat.
Shoulder to waist taper.
"Sanforized" labeled.
Wear it and make a statement:
it's great to be alive.
$7.00 long sleeves.
$6.00 short sreeves.
In plaids and solid colors;

.-ARROW.---

A lot of people say no. They
say beer is one of those good
tWngs. you cultivate a taste for
... like olives, or scotch, or
kumquats.
Maybe. But we think it makes a
difference which brand of beer we're
talking about.
We think Budweiser is an exception
to this "you've gotta get used to it''
rule. It's so smooth. (You see, no other
beer is Beechwood Aged; it's a costly
way to brew beer, and it takes more
time. But it works.)
So whether you're one of the few
who has never tried beer, or a beer
drinker who suddenly feels the urge to
find out why so many people enjoy
Budweiser, we think you'll like it.
From the very first taste.

Speak

Dr. Robert Whang, assistant
professor of medicine at UNM,
will deliver a paper on "Management of Renal Hypertension" durinl~ the interim meeting o£ the
Nnv MexiM Medical Society this
wc<'lamd in Alamogordo.

Tamara Bob;apfel, professor of
The general feeling regarding
foreign language at UNM and a ;students ·who fail to attend the
member of the Student-Faculty luncheons (is that they al·e often
Committee, said that While the afraid to confront their profesparticipation by those i~riri ted has sors across no wider· a space than
not been overwhelming, it has 'a dinner table.
.
Hopes to Expand
been adequate.
·'
"We don't expect students to
The Student-Faculty Assn.
come dressed , in their Sunday hopes to e){pand the luncheons to
bes~," she stressed. ''I suppose
two and preferably five a week
you might call 'this a 'come-as- at a later date, In this way they
you-are luncheon_."
will be able to obtain a much
Marilyn Hildner, chairman of wider cross section of the Unithe Student-Faculty Assn., indi- versity community.
cated that response to the lunBut for the present, Union faccheons has been varied so far. On ilities do not permit any such
some days few students show up; extension,
The luncheons are paid for
on othesr few faculty members
from a ~2000 fund set up by Stuattend.
dent Senate this year.
The ·student-Faculty Assn.
committee consists of Marilyn
Bildner, Dusty Gellrick, Nikki
Brown, John Thorson, and Sam
Carnes (all 1:1tudents), and Profe&sors Joseph Zavadil, David
Varley, Tamara Holzapfel, and
Peter Prouse.

.,

.. Luv11 to Be Shown .,

Students and Faculty 1-lold
Get-Acquainted Luncheon

are invited to enter as many candidates as they ljke. Entry fee is
$5 per each entrant.

,..-.()-
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LOJJO WEATHER
Fair and warmer weather
for today. Increasing cloudiness tonight. High today 54.

Vallez Dropped From Football Squad
Coach Bill Weeks suapended said that I would get a cop to reace offensive end Emili11 Vallez move them, at which point they
from the football squad this week, moved closer to the top of the
?u~ records. o~ University police
stage and startiug making more
md1cate au mc1dent at the Home- noise," he said. When the studeut
coming Dan~? ?n. S~turday n!gh~ turned to go and get an officer,
caused th11 qt~CWrl,na,r:r, 1a,cb.on 1 ! ;})a ,sajd,. Vallez and his companto be taken.
' ion came off the stage and grabWeeks,, in an1.1ouncing the sus- bed him.
"Not Making Noise"
pension of the Lobos' lqadin~ pass
receiver, would say onJV' tHat ValVallell told the LOBO that they
ley had broken training\ 'regula- 'were not making noise, but trytions.
"·
ing to get a closer look at the
performer when they were on
Reportedly Caused Distul."bance
The University police report the stage. Vallez did confirm the
said Vallez was causing a dh;tur- fact that he and his companion
bance at the dance. Witnesses went after the student when he
said that Vallez and another stu- went to get the officer. Vallez
dent came into the dance and was then escorted from the dance
approached the stage where Sue by University police.
Raney was singing.
About a half hour later, Vallez
When asked to comment on I'eturned. The student said, "He
whether he had been drinking or came up to me and asked if I was
had beer in his possession at the the one who had had him removed.
dance, Vallez said he preferred I told him I was and he punched
·me in the stomach. I kicked him
not to answer the question,
Argument Over Noise
back and a general fight proWitnesses said an argument be- ceeded.''
"Not Looking For Him"
gan when a student protested
that the football player and his
Vallez said that when he refriend were making noise.
turned to the dance he was not
The student said Vallez and the looking for the student who had
other student asked him what he him ejected and that he didn't
would do if they weren't quiet. "I even recognize him when he saw

him. Vallez said he .could not remember wpo had thrown the first
blow.
T.he police then showed up
again and Vallez left. "I don't

know if they ever caught him, but
when I talked to them (the UNM
police) they told me that action
was being taken," the student
said.

I

The University police report
was substantiated by Officer Morri1l and Sergeant Holtz. Officer
Morris l,'emoved Vallez from the
dance.

s

'7.75-14
7.'15·15

!SIZES: F.E.T.
7.75-14
3.25-14
8.55-14
3,85-14
7.75-l5
8.15-15
8.45-15
8.85/
9.00-15

SIZES:

\

SIZES:

1!.55-U
8.85·H
~.-48.~5-15
..,
.,
8.85/8.00·15 •

2.20
2.36
2.57
2,84

2.21
2.35
2.55
2.18

All price• plus F.E.T. 1: old tll'ell ore your car
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Cadet of the Month
William A. Rotheber has been
selected by the Air Force ROTC
unit afJ Cadet of the Month for
!Jctober. ~e is a jupior ptajoring
rn electrical engmeermg. He
serves with the AFROTC Color
Guard and is a member of Alpha
Phi Omega; national service
fraternity.

s

95
Plu

~tcapp&ble

e.xchange ..
WRl'l'E·

WALLSU
PER TlRE
EXTRA

STANDARD

SHOCK

ABSORBERS MUFFLERS
STANDARD SHOCKS
Original equipment type.
Special price!

WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RA'l'ES:
• llnteL~cl., 65e-.t times, 12.00. Incertlono
mao ..., ouhmltted b)l' noon on da:r' before
puhllcatlon to Room 169, Student PublleatloM BulldlnK. Phone 217·4002 or 277-U02.
TRANSPORTATION
RIDE wanted to Dallaa or. vicinity (en
route to .Atlanta) before Nov. 22. Need
round tr1p or one way. Will •hare expenses and driving~ Call 265·5459 before
8 a.m.
11/4, 7, 9, 10.
:PERSONALS
WOU~IJ persotiS who hit brown Maotang
In r\ght rear fender 11t JC)hn!IOn Gym
parkmg lot Thunklay night, 8 :00·10 :00
p.m. Pl"""e call 29S·0107, aak for L!lr1'l',
11/7, 9, 10,

u.

SERVICE:S
TYPEWRlTER.
a: repair. SpeeW
rates to UNM student& on all machln...
Free pickup A delivery. E A E TJ'P""
writer Servic~. 221? Coal SE, phone 2430688.
FOR SALE
WHl'l'E dinner Jacket by "After-sii"
excellent condition, hardly worn, v~
~onable, .;.., 44. ClArkson, 865·7128,
. LOUD LIIIIM.
11/3, ... 7, 9.
STUDENT must sell 1964 Ford Cuatom.
First $700 cash t.lk"" it. Call ~BUG.
11/3, ... '1, 1),
'l'UXEDO, oize 88, , all aee-rles. Altlo
Full dreoa (wbita tie & tallo), Like new.
lhke oft'er. 1619 Glorieta Nl!l, 298·2706.
11/9, 10, 11.
1962 l'ORSCHE 1600 Super, roadster, elt•
cellent condition, call Jack Neltlon, 27'1·
4186 artern.oons1 or InQuire at 216 Pdnceton BE No. 2 lin back) after 6 !00 p.lll.
11/9, 10, 11.
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ONE LOW PRICE

EDITOR JEFF DENNARD

Pete Herrera, a senior journalism major, was the winner in last
week's LOBO football contest.
Herrera picked every one of the
games on the ballot correctly and
came within two points of guessing the correct total points in the
UNM-Colorado State game.
Herrera will receive four tickets to Don Pancho's Art Theater which are good any time during the football season.
The contest had over fifty entries this week. There Will be two
more contests in the LOBO this
season.

ALL-NEW DESIGN

SIZES ..•

SPORTS PAGE
Football Contest
Won by Herrera

RETREADS

MORE RUBBER
BONDED WITH
ELECTRIC PRECISION
ALL PASSENGER CAR

---Emilio Vallez, suspended tight end for the Lobos

Picks Every Game

PBE~UM

f3.95

SUPER HEAVY DUTY
SHOCKS

l:iolve your muffler
problems today! With
thisunb e lie vable
value.
Most Fords,
Chevs.
compacts.
Comparable
savings on
other makes

sos.o

3o,ooo

mile guarantee!
A :fantastic price!

ln•talla!IOII adllable , • , $1 per IIIIIH!k,

BEAR

GLOBAL
BA'ft'EBIES

ALIGNMENT
SPECIAL

WE align wheels
Set camber
Set {!aster
Set toe-iti.
Inspect lront end.
Satety brake inspection.
MOST CA.R..Cl

•488
~

.·

- - - -.
·,~..__ ~- ~:-~ =~?.--.
·,r'~

'J

I I

~- f'J: ~
..
~~

6 VOLT

Venus model. . $!!!'88
18 mos. guarantee. Y
exchange
12 VOLT
Ve~tiS model.
$888
18 mos. guarantee.
exchange

HOURS:

IsLOBE
LOMAS AT LOUISIANA NE
DIV. OF Wu\LOIU'lEN 1:!0.

DIPT:
9 ~lo f&

9 PM Daily
9 AM to

6 PM Sat.
10 AM to
6PM Sun.

Or use ~ur own
easy .budget terlllff

EW

EXICO

Any student wishing us
to lend them an ear can
simply cut this out.

OUR SIXTY -NINTH YEAR OF EDITORIAL

Experts Declare
Senators Unfit
To Ploy LOBOs _,

Pion to Purchase
Voting Machines
Killed by Senate
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By BOB STOREY
A bill authorizing the spending
of $1 1846 for 10 IBM Votomatic
voting machines was defeated by
Student Senate after two hours
of debate last night.
The machines used in the Homecoming election were to be purchased to count votes in student
elections, pollt>, and surveys.
Senator John Thorson said that
although he was not emotionally
involved with the bill he did think
the idea of buying the IBM voting machines should be investigated,
Thorson said that Student government is spending almost $300
dollars a year for the transporting and setting up of ten voting
machines, even though they are
obtained free from the county.
Used in National Election
Jack Chowning, a representative of the IBM Corporation, told
the group that the machines were
used by over 3,000,000 people in
six states in Tuesday's election.
They are used in student elections
at L.S.U., Ambassador College,
and U.C.L.A., he told them.
Main points in their favor were
that they have a low cost relative to other types of machines,
there is no maintainance cost,
and they arc iJortable.
Senators complained that there
were 103 invalid ballots in the
Homecoming election, that there
was no secrecy in the balloting,
since attendants were needed to
help voters, and that the cost
was too high.
IBMs Make Money
Chowning said that the original cost of the machines was about
$185 per machine, but that this
cost was not for the materials but
for the idea and the patented
product. Talking about IBM, he
said, "As you know we are in
business to make a profit, and in
this machine we've done pretty
well here."
Jack Feis, UNM Data Processing Center director, said that if
the machines were .purchased
they could be programmed to
handle any possible election or
opinion poll.
Senators charged that the machines were too complicated to
work and that although they are
a fine idea they cost too much.
"Maybe I am just dumb," said
Marci Bowman?' but the machines just seem like a cute toy.''

Otl\'r Sen•te Action
In other aetion, se~~te ap.
p"roved;Larry Wells as legislative
al!Sit~tall~ $560 was approved for
the THUNDERBIRD, t1NM literary magaiine, as part of a
(Continued on page 6)

By JEFF DENNARD

The LOBO staff will have
. its easiest day of the year
,·:·this Friday afternoon as they
, take on the student Senate's
excuse for a football team in
the annual grudge match between the press and government.
If pregame practice means

was in full swing last
at Zimmerman Library. Suzanne Jones
sophomore, and Art Verardo, junior, pore over reference books in preparation for upcoming tests:
(I,OBO Phto by Pawley.)

Faculty Draft Resolutions
May Bring Action by SDS
By CHUCK LANIER
The four draft resolutions to
be presented to the faculty on
Nov. 15 will be the main topics of
discussion at a special meeting of
Students for a Democratic Society
at noon Friday in room 231E of
the Union, an SDS member told
the LOBO last night.
SDS member Tom Singleton
told the LOBO he would introduce
a rll'3olution calling for a referendum to find out which of the faculty resolutions is desired by the
student body.
"Students directly affected by
the draft should have a say in
which resolution is passed by the
faculty," Singleton said. He termed the newly formed Student Senate Selective Service Committee
"a step in the right direction."
SDS Uncommitted
Singleton "Pointed out that no
position has yet been taken by
SDS on the facult)" resolutionll.
He said SDS would decide at the
meeting on a policy of whether
or not students should have a
voice in deciding their future concerning selective service.
The four resolutions to be pre·
!lented. at the faculty meeting
range from urging a continuation
of the present system of deferments to a continuation of defer-

be deferred to either a lottery
system or the withdrawal of cooperation with the Selective Service boards,
Will Discuss Draft
"I do think the students should
decide which resolution is to be
adopted and not the faculty "
Singleton said. "Students of draft
age should have a referendum,"
he added.
UNM Students Against the
Urges Attendance
War in Viet Nam will hold a
Singleton urged anyone, SDS
meeting tonight in the Union at
member
or not, with proposals
8:30. The meeting is open to all
students "opposed, confused, or other than a referendum to attend
concerned about the war," said the meeting and voice his ideas.
Roy Swanson, president of the "I think that many students
group.
,
Swanson pointed out to the would be interested in this issue
LOBO that Defense Secretary and should attend," he said.
McNamara announced a cut in
"It is my hope that in crucial
troop commitments and war ex- issues such as the draft resolu);lenditures just prior to the elec- tions the decisions reached by the
tions, and encouraged all citizens
to "keep this in mind now that the students would be binding as apelection is over.'' He added that plied to the faculty," Singleton
The THUNDERBIRD will not
the proposed lottery system points said: He added that this applied be out today as planned. A delay
out the increasing need for stu- to crucial issues that had an· af- at the printing plant has delayed
dents to know why we are fightthe publication date by one week.
fect beyond the academic.
ing and dying in Viet Nam.
"Because the lottery system
would cut into present college defermentll, a forum for discussion
of U.S. purJIOses in Viet Nam is
needed more than ever at this
time,'; Swanson said. He said an
assumption that troop commitWIN TICKETS TO DON PANCHO'S
mente will increase is probably
ART THEATER
safe.

ments with the university deciding upon which students should

Anti-War Group
To Meef Tonight

Bulletin

LOBO
Football Contest

Explain.ed
By CHUCK REYNOLDS
Associated Students President
Dan Denni11on attempted Ialit
night to clear Up some of the con•
fusion about the handling of the
student budget by the UNM busi•
ness office.
Some students have expressed
confusion about why the business
office is allegedly charging five
per cent a semester to handle a
portion of the budget while it
Muld be earnifig interest in a
savings account... Dennison said
the business office is making
these service charges, but the
"complexity of the monetary situation is such that nothing would
be accomplished by trying to
place the whole student budget in
a savings account.;1 There is . a
substantial amount which is in

anything, the Senators will have
a harder time than most people
would expect. In their few sessions on the practice field the
senators have yet to reach a
quorum.
Senate Roster Listed
The Senate' gave the LOBO a
copy o£ their roster? last night
and it reads something like this:
Steve (tightwad) Baachus, end;
John (flash) Thorson, guard;
Coleman (buldoller) Travelstead,
center; Sam (fang) Carnes,
guard; Chuck (Charlie Brown)
Miller, end; Tom (rubber arm)
Toppino, back; Sam (snoopy)
Bratton, back; Wally (Bruiser)
Melendres, back; Bob (bumble
fingers) McGeorge, back; Steve
(the mad turk) Van Dresser,
guard; Dan (mother) Dennison,
guard; Jim (hoppalong) McAdams, end; Lenny (tank) Miele,
back; Art (lightning) Beach, end;
Rick (bullet) Bolton, end; Larry
(jarhead) Wells, end; Tim (bull)
Holcum, guard; Gene (moose)
Cash, end; Jim (swivel hips)
Leonard, guard; Baker (brick)
Morrow, back.
·
,
~
With that many players one
would think that the student
solons would at least be able to
give the staffers a bit of a fight,
but not much of one is expected.
The LOBO has only half the number of players as Senate, but the
staff looks for quality, not quantity.
The Good Guys
Playing for the only real team
in the contest will be the following: "J ung'le" Jim Jansson, end;
Jim is mean, just ask the staff
Big Bob Storey, a known bruiser
at guard; Chuck (wildman) No(Continued on page 5)

!lavings (approximately $1500) at
present, he added.
Student Funds "Fluid"
'fhe major reason for the retention of stUdent funds from saV·
ings is the fluidity of the funds,
Dennison said. "Money travels
back and forth through the comptroller under the supel'Villion of
the business office so fast that it
would not earn enough in savings
to justify the inconvenience
which would be caused," he explained.
The need for liquid cash is so
great that several banks have
turned down offers to handle the
funds. Dennison said the situation is fairly complicated, but
from his el(perience as ASUNM
treasurer last year he could see
no gubstantial room for improvement in the system.

Dennison also pointed out that
there should be little complaint
by students concerning the use
of their funds because the state
"gives the highest per capita sup·
port of students in higher education in the nation.'1 The average
pupil cost in this area is over
$1100, and in view of the $165
charged for tuition there should
be few complaints, Ocnnison said.

Model U.N.
Applications for delegates to
the Model United Nations of the
Far West are now available at
the department of government
office in Mesa Vista Hall. UNM
will represent the Congo, Brazzaville, at the annual conference
which meets this spring at Lewis
and Clarke College in Portland.

New Mexico

N. M. State

Utah
Wyoming
Texas Westem,~-Arizona.
Washington S t . - Arizona. St.
Oregon
Total points UNM vs. NM State

BYU

Conte.t rules
1. Contest Ia open to UNll studenta only,
2. Only ONE entQ' will 'be ll<!~ePted from ....,h eontat.lnt and Ev...,. g""e
muat be ptekod.
3. Conteot.lnl& must pick tollal polnta on UNJI IPine and in cue or a tie
the contest.lnt cominll' clooelt will be d~Jarecl the wirlner.
.f. Entrieo m111t be r«elved at the Lobo oftlee b:v G p.m. Friday.
6. tro member of Student Publleatlono Is ellirlble tor prl..,.,
6. Winner will receive tour ticktts for the football season to Don Pancho's
Theatar.
7. Entrl• wfU be judged by the Lobo aporia at.llf.
a In· caae of tiei the prizes wlli be divided &m'!nl£ the winners.

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

